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MAINE 
Tired of crowded anchorages and 

unfriendly natives? 

  

    
Then try Maine, USA. 

But I can hear you say, it is cold, 
wet and miserable just like 

“NEWS# 
VIEWS”          

  Cornwall in August. 
Well, we struck it lucky last year 

and enjoyed superb weather, 
stunning scenery and very 

friendly natives. 

    

  Before recounting our experiences ona 
skipper charter from Southwest Harbor 
in Maine (the home of Morris Yachts) it 

might be best to explain how the 
Whiffin family came to be in Maine 

in the first place. 

        
Many years ago, more than my wife 

would prefer to remember, she acted as 
an au pair to a family who lived in 

Kennebunk, and indeed the family still 
does, looking after a new born 

daughter. The little girl has now 
blossomed into the proverbial swan and 
we were invited to attend her wedding 

last September. 

VICTORIA SHADOW ASSOCIATION 
c/o Stone Pier Yard, Warsash, Hampshire SO3 9OFR. 
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With quick lateral thinking I sug- 
gested a holiday at the same time 
and that perhaps a few days might 
be spent on a Chuck Paine 
designed boat, similar to the 
Victoria 34. A call to our friends in 
Kennebunk gave us the address of 
Morris Yachts and, yes, a Morris 
36 was available for skipper char- 
ter on the dates that we required. 
A fax followed to Morris Yachts 
and the die was cast. 

We landed in Boston, from a wet 

and miserable UK to immediately 
experience 86 degrees fahrenheit 
and blazing sunshine. This was 
incredible we all thought as we 
drove northwards towards Maine. 

The weather held for the next few 
days and after a short sightseeing 
trip we headed towards Southwest 
Harbor. This is an almost land- 
locked harbour on the coast of 
Maine very close to the Canadian 
border. The scenery became more 
and more rugged as we drove up 
the coastal road, Route 1, through 
beautiful villages of white painted 
clapboard houses, many dating 
from the earliest settlement along 
this coast, more than 250 years 
before. For general tourists the 
entire coastline from Boston north- 
wards is a holiday area in itself 
should this article be read by non- 
sailors. 

We soon made contact with Tom 
Morris and looked over our charter 
boat, just slightly larger than our 
own Victoria 34. The Chuck Paine 
lineage was evident but the owner, 

who was to be our skipper, had 
added many interesting pieces of 
equipment, such as cockpit mount- 
ed radar and the single sideband 
radio hidden in the drinks cup- 
board! Our skipper, Dave, and his 
wife Marty had just returned from 
a summer « cruise to the West 
Indies, once again demonstrating 
the ocean going capability of all 
Chuck Paine boats. Our boat's 
name was Fiscal Stray originating 
from her previous ownership by a 
Wall Street trader. Regrettably he 
had fallen on hard times, illness 
rather than financial I understand 
and the boat had lain neglected 
for a couple of years before Dave 
had purchased her. Our skipper 
was areal character, an ex truck- 
er who said that he had driven 2.7 
million miles in his career. I am 
not too sure how many trips to the 
moon and back that was but this 
enormous mileage had given him 
serious back problems and he was 

obliged to sell his small trucking 
business some two years 
earlier and to seek retirement in 
Maine. He regaled us with many 
stories of attempted hijackings 
and false deliveries during his 
career. 

Apparently his truck carried 
enough guns to fight a small! war, 
although he admitted, somewhat 
reluctantly, that he had never 
been in a full scale hijacking. 

The first day was spent settling in 
on the boat and an inaugural trip 
out of the harbour. Needless to 
say the fabled weather decided to 
desert us at that very moment with 
the mist closing down to give visi- 
bility of less than 400 yards and 
with a strong onshore wind. 
Thankfully within two hours the 

rain had departed leaving us with 
a golden evening for our first 
anchorage in Soames Sound. This 
is an inland fiord some seven 
miles long with steep cliffs on one 
side and the summer “cottages” of 
families such as the Rockefellers 
on the other. Some of these houses 
were enormous, 20 bedrooms at 
least and with staff quarters. We 
understood from Dave that many 
of these houses were only occu- 
pied during late July through to 
mid-September, thereafter they 
were shut up and awaited the next 
year’s visitors. The Maine winter 
starts very early with the first 
snowfalls in October. 

We sat in the cockpit after dinner 
watching our children row around 
the secluded anchorage (just two 
other boats) in the dinghy, includ- 
ing an attempt to pull up a lobster 
pot. It was very deep, 30 metres 
plus, close inshore under the 
cliffs. Seals came very close to 
the boat and I saw an eagle glid- 
ing past the cliff face above us. 
The lights of eastbound jets were 
obvious in a clear sky, the nightly 
traffic returning to Europe from 
the east coast cities of America. 

A plane went over every two or 
three minutes for nearly two hours 

which is an indication of transat- 
lantic traffic which I had not 
realised. 

After turning in there was a 
strange reversal of wind anda 
small storm sprang up witha 
strong wind from the north direct- 
ly down the Sound. The wind how- 
ever came from the interior and 
was very warm. This lasted about 
an hour before dying away as sud- 
denly as it had come. This was to 
be a pattern throughout our holi- 
day with some freak wind condi- 
tions in early morning and late 
evening. 

The next day we sailed leisurely 
up the Sound, admiring the 
scenery and the size of other 
moored boats. The Americans 
seem not to build many boats of 
less than 40 ft and we became 
quite used to looking at boats of a 
size which are very rarely seen in 
the Solent.



Hinckley’s are also made in Southwest 

Harbor. 

In the afternoon we headed out across 

Penobscot Bay towards an offshore island, 

and a small cove called Frenchman's Creek. 

This was a crowded anchorage with yet more 

Hinckleys, all at least 50 ft. We walked 

round the village before dinner, (ignoring 

the snakes lying on the warm road) and vis- 

ited the library. The entire community 

seemed to comprise less than 20 houses. It 

was strange to think how many millionaires 

were sitting near us at dinner that evening 

in what seemed to be a barely converted hut 

that once stored lobster pots. 

The next day dawned bright and clear with 

very little wind but we managed to drift 

down wind, surprising basking seals who 

were unaware of our approach. We watched 
lobster boat fishermen throwing back imma- 
ture lobsters, knowing full well that immedi- 
ately underneath the boat was at least two 
or three crafty seals anxious for an easy 
meal! So much for conservation. 

We anchored off Northeast Harbor, virtually 
landlocked with a delightful little village 
above the harbour. We liked this harbour so 
much that we returned for our last night. 

The next day struck us with the variability 
ef Maine weather. We were given the dubi- 
ous pleasure of the tail-end of Hurricane 
Emily with strong winds and a low cloud 
base but with surprisingly good visibility. 
We set off on a sparkling broad reach to Bar 
Harbor arriving in the middle of the after- 
noon. Regrettably my wife succumbed to 
seasickness and we were obliged to moor 

alongside at enormous cost. Those who 
worry about overnight charges up the 
Beaulieu River should be prepared to pay $1 
per foot if moored alongside. Mooring toa 
visitor's buoy is one third of the price. 

Bar Harbor enjoys a spectacular setting with 
exceedingly deep water very close to the 
town. The town was burnt down in the 1920's 
and very little of the magnificent houses 
remain but it is, nonetheless, an established 
tourist destination. We felt quite out of 
place among so many people but much 
enjoyed a visit to the lobster laboratory 

showing the fascinating life cycle of the 
mainstay of all local fishermen. Despite the 
profusion of lobster pots there appears to be 
no lack of lobsters and we all enjoyed many 
lobster bake suppers. 

Bar Harbor is so deep that it can 
accommodate the QE2 which anchors only 
a 100 yards or so off the town. Passengers 
are taken ashore in launches to be ferried 
along the coastline and up to Mount 
Cadillac. This is the highest mountain on 
the East Coast and enjoys the first shaft of 
morning sunlight to strike the North 
American continent. This is some two hours 
before the sun reaches New York. 

The following day we sailed back to 
Northeast Harbor, this time arriving early 
for a more advantageous mooring nearer the 
town quay. We rowed ashore and much 
enjoyed visiting the antique shops and local 
supermarket. We were delighted to stand in 
the supermarket queue behind Miss Ellie 
(Barbara Bel Geddes) of Dallas fame and 
also, perhaps less famous the Press 
Secretary in Mr.Bush’s last term as 
President. 

After dinner, in a fascinating restaurant 
behind the town bakery, we all enjoyed a 
magic moment under a full moon rowing 
back to the boat. I stopped rowing and total 
silence enveloped us. Only the faint ‘plop’ of 
a diving seal nearby disturbed the calm. 
The next day we returned to Southwest 
Harbor, sailing through the moored ranks of 
Hinckleys and other fine boats, discovering 
much to our surprise that many had a UE 
registration port. 

On the way back we thanked Tom Morris for 
his hospitality and Tom tried to sell me the 
new Morris 44 which had just been launched. 
We were also shown a stretched 36 with a 
deck length of 38 ft but a glance at the ster- 
ling equivalent convinced me that the dollar 
was much too 
strong! 

We left for the wedding in Kennebunk with 
many fond memories of our cruise. 

Contributed by 
Mowbray and Elizabeth Whiffin 
Also Alistair and Tessa 
(Victoria 34, Samphire) 
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What is the B.T.Global Challenge? 

The B.T.G.C. is a race around the world against the 
prevailing winds of fifteen identical 65ft vachts 
designed by David Thomas of Sigma Yacht design 
fame. Ten boats competed in the last race and five 

new boats are now being built by D.ALL., the West 
Country boatbuilders. They are made of steel and have 
a Bermudan Masthead Cutter rig. The boats are 
especially designed to withstand the harsh conditions 
of the Southem Ocean. 

Each boat will have a paid skipper and a crew of 
thirteen paying volunieers. Some volunteers will only 

do one or two legs of the race whilst others will 

complete the whole circuit. 

The fleet will leave Southampton in September 1996, 
sailing to Rio de Janeiro via the Bay ol Biscay and the 

Doldrums. The boats will then head south rounding 

Cape Hom, continuing west through the wild, windy 
and cold Roaring Forties to Hoban. After a stop-over 
they will race to Sydney and then sail back south into 
the Roaring Forties and onto Cape Town. After a rest 
from the Southern Ocean they will proceed north to 
Boston, U.S.A. This will be the last watering hole 
before the final leg home to Southampton in July 1997. 

The whole trip should take approximately ten months 
and will cover some 30,000 nautical miles. 

Why do the race? 
  

You may ask why a housewife in her fifties wants to 
sail around the world the wrong way. There are two 
main reasons why I do. 

Firstly | have always had a secret wish to round The 
Horn since I first read about the old sailing ships. 

Secondly I love sailing and to circumnavigate the 
world is a real and exciting challenge. 

When Chay Blyth announced the first race, ] was 
tempted to get onto the telephone but unfortunately 

personal reasons prevented me. The obvious answer 
to me then was to start saving because if this race was 
a success, there were ten one design boats that could 

possibly race again which would give me another 
chance. My luck was in and the Ocean Challenge, as it 
was first known, was announced in 1993. 

The Interview. 
  

My application was accepted and an interview was 
arranged with Chay Blyth in September 1993. 

1 arrived all of a jitter at the Roval Southampton Yacht 
Club, where the lady in reception told me “Chay’s nol 

due here today”. With that comment my jitters 
increased. I produced the letter with the instructions 
and I was told to sit in the lounge. At the interview 
time of 3 p.m. the receptionist returned and said that 
Chay had been delayed in taffic. At that I got my 
book out of my bag, decided to forget my nerves and 

relax. I was engrossed in my book when Chay Blyth 

arrived a litde later. After an informal and friendly 
interview, I heard the best news possible. Chay said 
‘Tl give you a berth, Sue”. I could have squealed with 
delight, but then that is hardly the done thing in a 

“Royal” yacht club. In fact, when I left I felt I was



going to take off from the top of the entrance steps 

instead of going down them normally. 

Chay had given the old bat a chance. Fantastic! 
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Personal Preparation. 

When I calmed down, my first thoughts were how to 

get in uim. I went to a local gym and started working 

out with their help and advice. It was very painful and 

depressing to start with, but in a couple of months 1 

could feel the benefits. 

I then had to get my family and friends fired with 

some enthusiasm as they all reckoned that my next 

port of call was the nut house. 

My poor long suffering husband has been very 

supportive even if he did think that 1 was absolutely 

mad. 

I now have to pace myself and get very fit to be able 

to cope with the various elements. 

Organization for the race. 

The Challenge Business has been working very hard 

to find sponsors, to organize the training of the crews 

and sort out the tremendous amount of planning for 
this huge race. It is no mean feat and although they 

are hard pressed they are very helpful. 

Crew Training. 

- The Induction Course. 

The crew training stated with a five day induction 

course, the first sail for some. These courses take part 
in anv sort of weather. 

The crew were welcomed aboard by the training 
skipper Pete Goss and the mate Andy Hindley ona 
Friday evening. We were then shown a berth, plus 

safety harness with life jacket and lent a set of oil 

skins. The rest of the kit was brought according to the 
list supplied. Those new to sailing were taught how to 

put their safety kit on. 

After supper where everyone was a bit wary - which 
soon changed - Pete gave a shor introduction briefing. 

Following this most people found their way to the 
local and got to know one another over a pint. 

At 6 a.m. Peter or Andy awoke us with a loud call 0 
think they enjoyed this). There was just time to shower 
before breakfast and cleaning the boat below and on 
deck. The crew were divided into Port and Starboard 
watch and equal sharing of the duties was the rule. 

On this course we went for day sails, with instructions 

on the basics, understanding the boat, learning to 
work as a crew and most importantly gaining a good 
understanding of the safety of the crew and the boat. 

Some people were sea sick, but most people got used 

to it. 

By the end of five days, twelve total strangers from 

varied jobs and backgrounds were firmly knitted 

together as a friendly hard working team, thanks to 
Pete and Andy’s patience and understanding. 

During the course the crew had their homework 

handed out in the form of the First Challenge Training 
Manual and a yachtsman’s handbook. Pete also put on 
a slide show of the last race so we were in no doubts 
as to what lies ahead. 

On the last morning of the course we had a lie in until 
7a.m. and a gorgeous and very fattening breakfast ata ' 
local transport cafe. After a final clean up of the boat 
we all said our goodbyes until the next meeting. It had 
been five days of leaming, in a good seaworthy boat, 
with a great crew and good grub. 

- The Continuation Sail. 

AS with the previous course, we arrived on a Friday 
night and the same routine was observed. We were all 
new faces again but were more aware of what we 

were going to be doing. 

After the usual 6 a.m. rise on the first morning it was 
down to work. After a recap of the first course and 

lunch we were off to sea for a few days. 

We were to sail round the Eddystone Lighthouse in a 
circle of approximately fifteen miles. During this ume 

we got used to the watch system, the various angles of 
sailing, sail changes, all in different weather patterns 
and conditions and life on board. 

After a couple of days and nights we spent a day 
practicing man overboard drill. We all had a go at 
handling the boat and picking up ‘Dan’ the Danbuoy. 
Under Pete and Andy’s cool and calm guidance we all 

achieved good results and Dan was back on board 

most times. Safety is at the forefront of our training. 

At the end of this tiring day we anchored off Falmouth 

for the night. In the evening some folk swam off the 
boat even though it was a cold March day. After 
supper we let off some white flares to learn how they 
work. During the night everyone had a stint of anchor 
watch. Guess who got 3.10 a.m! 

The following morning after sessions in the engine 
room, looking in the bilges, checking and learning 

about the plumbing and seacocks and a session with 
the watermaker, we weighed anchor. As the anchor 

weighs 75kg and has a heavy chain which has to be 
raised manually, I suppose this can be classed as some 

form of keep-fit. 

The rest of the day was spent sailing back to 
Plymouth. When the wind dropped Pete had another 
treat in store for us. We all sweated each other up the 
85ft mast, the view of the boat from the top was 
magnificent. Following that we were put to stripping 
and servicing winches. We have to learn all the 
maintenance skills as there are no work-shops in the 

Southern Ocean, and it is important that all the 
equipment is kept in perfect working order.



Once moored at Queen Annes Battery Marina we had 

another learning session. In the cockpit we stripped 

various bits of gear out so that we could study the 
steering systems. After this was done we got 
everything shipshape before a cuppa and a very 
interesting briefing by Pete on clothing and personal 

gear we will need. 

This course was more intense than the first one, but 
very interesting and I enjoved it immensely and just 
hope I have retained the things we have learned. 

Cooking on board. 

Fund Raising. 
  

  

This must always be simple, nutritious and tasty, using 

as few pots, pans and implements as. possible. 
Measuring cups are used instead of scales. One has to 

get used to working in a few square feet, often at an 
angle and with an occasional lurch when anything can 

happen. A useful tip I picked up early was always 
have oilskin trousers on when cooking hot food as 
they are good protection when things get spilt. The 
following recipe is typical of the simple style of 
cooking offshore. 

- Blue Water Bread. 

*1 cup of sea water 
1/4 cup of warm water 
4 cups of flour (not self raising) \ 
2 teaspoons of sugar 

1 packet of Easy Blend dried yeast | _ ft 
= 

*You can use fresh f a 
ee 

water with 1 teaspoon of salt. a 

Mix the flour, yeast and sugar ina 
bowl, gradually adding mixed warm water and sea 

water. Knead for about ten minutes until firm and 
shiny. Put dough into a greased bread or cake tin. 
Cover with a tea towel or put into a big plastic bag 
and leave to rise in a secure, draught free place for 
about 1/2 hour or until it is double the size. Bake in a 
moderate oven for about 1/2 hour. Check whether it 
is cooked by knocking the top gently. If there is a 
hollow sound, it is done, if not give it another five 
minutes and check again. Best eaten warm. 

  

Tip of tbe day as Pete would say:- 
You cannot run a car without fuel. The same applies 

to a sailing crew - they need plenty of good 
wholesome grub. 

  

Crew volunteers have the option of raising money for 
the Save the Children Fund. I have, like many other 
crew members, pledged to raise £500. At the moment I 
am running a competition to guess the birthday of 

Peregrine, my mascot penguin. Peregrine was made 

for me by a friend, Alma, who sadly died this year. 
He is a very small penguin and has accompanied me 

for the last few years. He has sailed the Atantic, the 
Australian Bight and the Tasman Sea and has gone on 

other short cruises and so is an experienced sailor. He 
was also the silent partner in my interview with Chay 

Blyth. He is never sea sick and therefore a very special] 
breed, in addition to being a good friend. 

Last Christmas I enjoved working for a printing factory, 

meeting new faces and my pay went to the S.T.C. 
Fund. 

I was also very grateful for a generous donation from 
the staff at Multiplex in Orpington, the result of a 
Christmas collection. 
My husband Dick and I had a stall at our sailing club, 
the Hoo Ness Yacht Club, where we sold balloons for 
the Save the Children Fund's 75th birthday. Despite 

continuous rain we made 459. We will be selling more 

balloons at our village fete this month. 

lam hoping to hold an auction in the winter months 

at the Hoo Ness Yacht Club, but that has vet to be 

finalized. If you have anything that could be auctioned 
I would be grateful. 

Iam also giving out the enclosed labels to put on a 

jam jar or pot to collect your odd pennies - instruc- 

tions are with the labels. 

I hope to reach my 4500 target by December 1994. I 
am two thirds of the way now thanks to so many kind 
friends. 

Thank you for your support. 

Sue Thatcher 

July 1994 

Sue is a crew volunteer in the British Telecom Global 

Challenge 1996-97 Round the World Race. 

Comment from the 
Secretary. 

Sue has promised to keep in 
touch with more Newsletters. I think 

it would be good to support our own 
Member on this adventure, and am enclosing with 

each magazine for U.K. owners a Penny Pot Bag. Sue 

just asks that you put your odd copper coins away for 
her chosen cause. 

  



A COMMEMORATIVE EVENT 

THE BOSHAM RALLY 

It dawned grey and raining with a blustery forecast although 
the wind did have sufficient north in it not to rule out the 
Chichester Bar. We decided to wait until lunch time to see 
whether conditions improved before making a final decision 
whether to go to Bosham by car or by boat. 

By lunch time we were bored with sitting on the pontoon so 
donned wet weather gear and headed out of the Hamble, 
after all. my step father Phil had not flown all the way from 
N.Z. to see Swanwick Marina! We agreed to stick it out as far 
as the North Channel buoy then if it was still truly horrible, 
turn back. As luck would have it the rain stopped just in time, 
the sun came out and we had a beautiful sail on a broad reach 
all the way to Chichester. We moored in the river at Bosham 
just in time to dinghy ashore for the festivities. 

There were four of us in the dinghy and as we chugged 
towards the Quay | asked who had the torch for the return 

journey - blank faces. On arrival ashore | volunteered to nip 
back to the boat and collect the forgotten article as | didn't 
fancy a dinghy trip down river late at night without a light. 
Fifty yards from the quay the outboard stopped and stubborn- 
ly refused to start. Equally stubbornly | rowed back to the 
boat, collected torch and tools for the offending outboard, 
leaned the plug, and still no joy. Thinking the shore party 
would now be wondering where I was | started rowing again 
but this time it was a hard pull against the tide. About half 
way back, with flagging spirits | decided to check things over 
once more and try to get the outboard started. This was to be 
a methodical check starting with the fuel tap. Yes, you've got 
there before me! Alan had turned the fuel off when we 
arrived at the quay the first time. There's a moral in that 

somewhere! 

Reunited with the rest of the party we repaired to the Yacht 
Club for dinner. There was a very good turn out but sadly 
only one other group had arrived by sea, Owler, a Francis 26. 
None the less it was an excellent meal - congratulations to 
Olive for organising another successful rally. 

Sunday morning was a picture postcard morning, blue sky and 
bright sunshine. It was also a special day for several other 
reasons, it was Phil's birthday and it was the day of the D-Day 
celebrations. Bosham was looking its best and the bucks fizz, 
hot croissants and freshly brewed coffee in honour of the 
birthday added to the occasion. We were sitting in the cockpit 
enjoying this luxury when we noticed a rubber dinghy drifting 

across the river all alone. No-one was shouting or waving so 
we assumed that whoever owned the dinghy hadn't noticed its 
departure. | drew the short straw and set off after it, by oar 
not outboard this time, and rescued it from the mud flats. 
The only moored boat in the vicinity was a very pretty old 
cutter with a gentleman working in the cockpit. | rowed across 

towing the lost dinghy and politely asked him if he had lost a 
dinghy. He was adamant he hadn't so | asked him how he had 
got out to his boat. 

“In my dinghy” he replied. 

“And what sort of dinghy was that” | asked. 

“Actually, one a bit like the one you've got there” he said. 

“So where Is it now?” 

“Tied up behind” he said. 

“No its not” | said, 

and was met with a horrified look and a very red face as he 
mumbled something about usually using a bowline but being 
in a hurry! He thanked me profusely and | rowed back to Jack 
Nesbitt. 
| felt compensated for my stupidity with the outboard the 
night before. 

It was time to leave. We enjoyed another brisk sail back 
towards Portsmouth and arrived just in time to be met by the 

Brittania leading the D-Day fleet out through the forts. It 
was a spectacular sight with aircraft carriers, 
om landing craft, the Canberra, sub-        

  

marines and masses of small boats 
Ka topped off with squadrons of aircraft 

doing flypasts. The weather helped set 
aS the mood, grey and blustery again 

with a nasty short chop and head 

wind. Once through the forts we sailed along the Portsmouth 
shore close to the vessels which were still anchored. It was 
heart warming to see so many small boats still anchored in 
very uncomfortable conditions to pay homage to those who 
died all those years ago. We were all very moved by the spec- 
tacle and the atmosphere. 

It was a slow uncomfortable slog back to the Hamble, wet and 
cold, and made us think all the more of how 

terrifying it must have been to head 

across the channel 

knowing, you would arrive at 
the Normandy beaches, cold, 

sick, and miserable, then have to 

wade ashore and face the enemy. 

  

    

What courage they had and what 

a lot we owe them!



  

  

  

EAST 
COAST 
RALLY 

JUNE 18/19 
1994 

Preamble 

With some surprise.consid- 
ering the weailier in the first 
few months of the year. we 
discovered that the Rally 

weekend promised excellent 
and settled conditions for 

the whole period. 

This vear arrangements had 
been made (as always by 

Olive. our tireless Secretary) 
for the East Coast gathering 

to be at Woolverstone Marina 
on the river Orwell just 

south of Ipswich. 

The format of the event had 
now been refined such that 

arrival was timed for some- 

time on the Saturday after- 
noon, allowing an informal 

series of tea parties to be 

conducted whilst owners 

and crews keenly noted the 
many subtle differences 

between the boats. followed 

by an organised (loosely 
speaking that is. since VS 

members are noted for their 

independence of spirit) meal 

at the nearby Schooner 
restaurant. The Sunday was 

then occupied by hoats 
wending their individual 

return routes from whenee 
they came - mostly. 

            

  
    

        The Rally - Saturday 

The weather was Al. with an unfamiliar blazing 

orb encouraging a reckless discard of protective 

clothing. A fresh (F5-6) south westerly ensured 
that boats from the north could just lay a course 

close-hauled for Harwich with a spanking beat. whilst those from the direction of the Wallet enjoyed a quartering 
sea with its attendant. relaxing. motion. although Percy's crew might have another interpretation. 

  
  

Linnhe. based at Slaughden near Aldeburgh. had travelled down on the Friday in order to catch the tide over the 

bar at Orford Haven. and frolicked around the entrance to Harwich before making for Woolverstone with a view 

to observing arriving boats, and anyway the commercial comings and goings provided excellent sport and enter- 

tainment 

On being called to order by Anne. Nick headed Linnhe for Woolversione in company with many of the local yor- 
ties. As usual. it was secretly rewarding to find how well Linnhe performed against many of the larger yachts 

some of which should logically be able to outpace her. 

Naturally. the Orwell's change of direction at Suffolk Yacht Harbour (Levingtun} meant a brisk beat to windward 

through Pin Mill and on towards Woolversione. and it was only around here that first sightings of other Rally 

boats were made. with relaxing crews hanging from convenient moorings and brewing up before moving on. 

Arriving at Woolverstone. Frantasy with Elizabeth and Ralph who are based there but on a swinging mooring. also 

made for the pontoon berths. Being tidal through the pontoons, of course. this demanded a little artistry - comes 
naturally to Victoria owners - bul the welcoming party of catchers grew steadily as further boats arrived. | am 

delighted to report that all boats berthed without drama - as expected - but this was towards the end of the fond: 

Sunday's raging ebb promised a sterner challenge. 

We have always noticed that only very very nice people ¢with character) own Victoriaz - there must be a reason. 

Consequently. the party grew progressively as each boat arrived and the Marina had kindly reserved adjacent 

berths for we visitors - whether for our cunvenience. or tv contain the impact upon their law-abiding residents 

we can’t decide. 

By now it had become clear who was attending. Some 3 Frances’, all different. nestled side by side and 

exchanged confidences. whilst 2 Victoria 30°s and a 34 took up residence on the opposite pontoon - presumably 

so they could disown the troublemakers if necessary. In addition, it transpired that an attractive Fisher 25 with 

Bob and Kate Ridge aboard was also in the zruup and most welcome. being related to Bob Hathaway who. unfor- 

tunately, was unable to attend. 

During this melee. Olive Hathaway appeared haviny driven up from Southampton well beyond the call of duty. te 

ensure that the Rally was on track. In fact her arrangements were superb and the correct aurmber of boats had 
arrived (no gate-crashers this time) - it's always an indication of the preparation effort w hen events proceed 

without hassle. Later, Olive was joined by her brother and sister-in-law for the evening. who then accompanied 

us for dinner. 

Speaking of hassle. impromptu tea parties ensued with all members boarding a few of the boats whilst exchang- 

ing tips. stories and outrageous jokes, Percy (with Pat and Christine) set the scene trying 19 persuade everyone 

how hen-pecked he was. and lan and Margie regaled us with stories from a murky past as a Master Mariner. 

Incidentally. a number of useful tips were exchanged. of which two are: 

- a Gas leakage device is now available on the market (from caravan stores) which monitors pressure dewn- 

stream of the gas bottle valve when everything is turned off 

- a 1-metre piece of clear plastic piping in an inverted “{" shape can plug the cockpit drains of the 26's to pre- 
vent ingress of water when heavily loaded or well heeled: this may easily be removed when a half ton sea is 

shipped



Letters 
  

to the 
  

Secretary.... 
  

  

  

  

    

  

PORT WESTERLY 
CHANDLERY 

  

The tong promised Chandlery at Stone Pier Yard is now 
functional. It is run by Tony Hillier, who is responsible for 
Spares and Accessories for the new Company and for 

both Victoria and Westerly boats. 

| am sure that he would be happy to help with queries on 
what he has in stock, or might get in for you. He has a 
bargain counter and you may like to look in if you are at 
the Yard anytime. His telephone number is 0489 570993. 

  

We are very pleased to accept the invitation to join the Victoria Shadow Association. __ 

Please do provide further information regarding your burgee. It might also be fun to get a 

British flag to fly from the spreader, if at all possible. 

We purchased the boat a year ago Spring. She was at that time named Victoria. 

Her manner pleased us so, that this last Winter we spent six months in the 

yard bringing her up to Bristol condition. She shows like new and performs even better. 

Its fun to get all the compliments, because boats like this are rare 

in the Pacific Northwest. Since we sail in the vicinity of Victoria, British Columbia 
the name Victoria on her quarters seemed to lead to some confusion when entering 

some ports, so we renamed her Trinket. 

Steve Gray and family. American een ee     

  

VSA SHOP 

Just o reminder about the Assaciation’s Burgees and Ties. | am sure that 
all those who bought the old burgees should be replacing them by now. 
The new ones are of better quality and cost £7 each. Silk Ties cost £12 
each and are very tasteful. We can provide also Log Books with the 
Association name in gold lettering on the front. Your own boat name can 
be added, at extra cost. The cost of Log Books is very much determined 
by how many | can order, there is considerable reduction for o bulk 

order. If you would like a Log Book can you please let me know by 

30 November, 1994, when hopefully | may have enough for a good 
price. The cost would be in the region of £10, inclusive of name.



199 4 
RALLIES 

Firstly an apology. 

In reporting the winter Socials in the 

last magazine, I omitted to acknowledge 

and thank David Probert for his 

contribution to the East Coast Social. 

He brought along a short slide show 

of trips on the River Thames in his boat, 

which was very professionally put together 
and entertaining. so much so that 1 

have asked him to bring it along to the 
Annual General Meeting for a wider audience. 

  

  

  

  

    

  

    

    
   

When | planned the programme in late |993 | did not iT) 
know that | was planning the Bosham Rally to co-incide 

with a mammoth gathering of the largest boats in the 
world off of Portsmouth, and that President Clinton might be 

inspecting our boats as well. Nor did | anticipate the awful weather. As usual we had a 
very good Rally, despite the weather. | 8 of us sat down to a very good meai at the 
Bosham Sailing Club, although only two crews had arrived by water. It had been wet, 
windy and miserable, but both the crew of Owler and Jack Nesbitt agreed that the 

trip across Chichester Bar, which had put the rest of us off, was in fact surprisingly 

calm. Sally Smith's Step-father, aboard Jack Nesbitt and all the way from New Zealand, must have been 
thinking longingly of home. Sally and Alan are contributing a piece on the trip back on the Saturday, 

through the fleet and a more than usually crowded sea. 

  

  

 



The Fleet 

Individually, and alphabetical order of boatname. the fleet comprised: 

Boston Belle (¥30) 

fan and Margie Bell, accompanied by Emma (a canine seafarer}, had attend- 

ed [rom Boston (Lincs, not Massachusetts). although this may have led to the 

tea parties. As mentioned earlier, Jan has a Masters ticket, but he intimated 

that this was on motoriaed vessels and this sailing business was a bit 

chancy. He was also closely involved in the recovery of the Mary Rose, so 

could be a good man to know. However, some of Jan's awful jokes (eg the 
dog that walked on water ...) should be banned by statute. 

Charlotte Quinlan (Fisher 25) 

Bob and Kate Ridge fell in with the crowd and became honary VSA members 

for the duration. They were most hospitable. showing us around their 

delightful Fisher which exuded comfort and civilisation. having such 
astounding features as an enclosed wheelhouse (!!) providing unheard-of 

levels of luxury - imagine switching on a wiper when it rains. Bob and Kate 
gave most entertaining account of several of their voyages including an 

‘interesting’ situation sans engine and wind off the Channel Isles. 

Coba 111 (F26) 

Len Larbey had arrived with his two sons. having navigated aimost fiterally 
door to door from Hertfordshire via rivers. locks. canals. ditches and any- 

thing else in between. Not only that but they had fitted out Coba 111 from a 
bare shel] and, ] must say, very professionally indeed. The individual 
nature of their boat with its many ingenious features highlighted how differ- 
ent apparently similar craft could be and very much reflected their owner's 
character. 

Fancy Free (F26) 

Percy and Pat Ashton, and niece Christine had survived the brisk sail along 
the Wallet, with Percy extolling the virtues of extra rations when he inherit- 

ed those of his crew who declined to scoff egg rolls in the quartering sea - 

scrambled eggs, presumably. We were led to believe that Percy would have 
set roose-winged spinnakers had he not been firmly disciplined en-route. 

Frantasy (F26) 

Ralph and Elizabeth Aldwinkle again proffered tea with a tour. and it was 
instructive to see how Frantasy differed in layout from a standard 26 like 
Linnhe. Frantasy has two quarterberths and divides the cooking and work- 
ing areas to opposite sides of the boat in an arrangement which obviously 
works very well, and of course this was the boat featuring in one of the early 
glossy brochures. Since Ralph and Elizabeth have owned her since then it is 
a clear demonstration of how well the boat has suited them - and how well 

they have maintained her; six coats of varnish on the toerail, 1 believe. 
Their handling of Frantasy always demonstrates how it should be done. We 
first met them in the Spring of 87 fitting out Frantasy. which we had been 

admiring as we passed, and their enthusiasm was largely instrumental in 
our commissioning VM to build Linnhe. 

Linnhe (F26) 

Nick and Anne Hayward have owned Linnhe since 86 and dearly love her. 
having coveted an F26 since first appearance at the London Buatshow of 
many years ago. and working their way through dinghies, Drascombes. and 
lastly a Corribee. As any F26 owner will know. these boats have minds of 
their own, and like nothing better than a good thrash to windward. but they 
do take some handling in a marina in a strong wind; Linnhe is helieved to 
have an engine but this is sometimes debatable in these circumstances. 
Apart from the sail round from Warsash. her longest voyages have been to 
and fro’ Oostende. 

“Matty (F26) 

John and Mary Hare have an immaculate boat and surprised many of us by 
explaining that she had been totally wrecked in a previous sad existence 
before they owned her. They had Matty repaired professionally by VM and 

the gamble has paid off handsomely as she is 100% sound and a heaulily 
example. Matty is ~shared’ with the family who. having assisted with the 
rebuild, now steal her at every opportunity! The law needed tu be laid dawn 

to ensure that Matty was available for the Rally, or she might well have been 
snaffled once more. Having arrived amongst the last in the fleet, John stated 
that they would need to be away first thing on Sunday to carry their tide - 

quite a challenge, considering the impending entertainment. 

Maya (V30) 

Morris and June Piggott were based at Brightlingsea and have owned Maya 

for 18 months, having bought her in the Solent from someone moving down- 
market to a Halberg Rassey. Maya had been based at Edinburgh formerly 
and June is Scottish, so an obvious bond has been struck, Maya. to our eyes. 

looked powerful and purposeful against the 26's and is undoubtedly an 
excellent long-distance cruiser. I understand that Maya is to make a first 
trip to Oostende shortly so we wish them bon voyage; one word of warning - 
the local Trappist beer is 100 octane... 

Hoonfleet of Hoo (V34) 

Dick and Sue Thatcher proved most entertaining, and it transpired that Dick 

had been editor of the premier yachiting magazine (can’t advertise) and 
explained the delights of being in the Caribbean - particularly when a hurni- 

cane was due; | imagine Michael Fish was on holiday out there at the time. 
Moonfleet was of course unique (other than Charlotte Quinlan) in having an 
elegant counter to show off to her friends. For some reason | get a cuff 
round the ear whenever ] remark on a passing elegant stern... 

The Dinner 

At the appointed hour a boarding party went ashore and took up the 
reserved table at the Schooner Restaurant. The meal was excellent. despite 
some initial misgivings, and the quaniity of meat dispensed by mine host 

quite staggering. The meal was concluded with various sweets including 
some magnificent strawberries which were particularly appropriate in the 
hot weather, and conjuring up visions of Wimbledon. 

The one drawback turned out to be the ‘live’ music which emanated from a 
band of unknown origin whose beat initially interfered with Harwich 
Harbour Control. Several attempts were made to reduce the volume (the 

band were unaware either of such a device as a volume control. or the 
impact their art was having), until! Ralph. being a member of the Royal 
Harwich YC, led a shell-shocked crowd into the tranquillity of its bar. 
Rumour has it that the band will not be playing at the Schouner in the 
future. 

Sunday 

Following an quiet night's rest, due only in part to the RHYC's anaesthetic of 
the previous evening, the Meet dispersed, being led away as promised by 
Matty making an early start. 

Although a resident yacht from Woolverstone made a hash of leaving the 

berth with the ebb flowing through, none of the VSA boats caused any undue 
excitement, with each skipper on his mettle for the occasion. Having said 
that, Nick’s experience was broadened by this manoeuvre. not leaving until 
almost the last boat. 

As secretly as they had arrived, the fleet had dispersed and we only later 
saw Charlotte Quinlan once again when we were enjoying a boisterous reach 
towards Clacton pier. 

Posiscript 

A thoroughly enjoyable time was had by all, was our impression of the event. 
Our thanks go sincerely to Olive for her arrangements and efforts to make 
the Rally a success. 

Nick and Anne, Linnhe. 

28 July 94



  

  

  

I got the weather right for this one. I spent the day with Carole and Geoff Tarr on 

THAME S a trip from Cookham to Henley, and thoroughly enjoyed it. We had hoped for 

more boats to join us this year, but sadly it ended up as just Tschiffely’s Shadow: 

RALLY and White Rose of York. Henley was busy preparing for the Regatta the following 

week but we found mooring and spent further pleasurable time watching the 

JUNE 25 water, boats and birds. We had hoped to have several with us for the evening 

meal, but there must have been something in our stars signs for that day, because 
1] 994 Lucy Marson was unwell and Sam Weller had car problems. Barry Marson and 

Bob Hathaway made it, and we were a select small company. We did manage to 

contact some other Shadow owners on our trip and I am pleased to report 

; that we have recruited some new Shadow members this year. I can thoroughly 

recommend this Rally to all, it 1s a very pleasant event and we will continue to 

- hope for a better turnout in the future.               
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      JULY 9 1994 

. 4) We had a very good turnout of 6 boats, ona 
aaa i 2) weekend that gave us all good sailing and good 

— weather. Albertine, with a crew of 3 was starting a 
holiday, whilst Jack Nesbitt, again with 3 was ending a 

holiday. Copper Cream, with Kitty and Ted Moss was in the middle of a mini-6 week 
cruise, enjoying the pleasures of both being realised from full-time binding employment. Symphony, with 3 aboard was also 

ona mini, but short cruise for a few days. Shikara was making a long weekend of the Rally and Victoria Plum, with a crew 

of 3 made the short dash, over on the Friday night and back again on Sunday. We left Warsash at 3.45 a.m. on Friday morn- 

ing to get in to the St. Vaast harbour at its evening opening, and arrived about 9.00 p.m. Despite a light wind the sea was 
very confused and this made sailing difficult, and we had to motor sail in order to keep up the time schedule to meet the 

right tide off of Barfleur and get into the lock. For the first time ever on Shikara | felt badly seasick, but was fine on arrival. 
We were immediately greeted by those already there and gathered for a welcome hot drink on Copper Cream. 

=veryone was taking advantage of the wonderful wine shop in St. Vaast, and cartons kept disappearing below. The meal at 
The Fuchsia was as good as every, and our thanks to Claude Fielding for introducing us to this super restaurant. We can all 

horoughly recommend Guinea Fowl in a Cider Sauce. 

Ne gradually dispersed on the Sunday when the lock re-opened, some back to the Solent, others to various destinations. 

Ne did the short hop round to Cherbourg, enjoying the exhilaration of the fast tides along that coast and lovely weather. 
n the evening we met Dr. & Mrs. Larkin (of Osprey) with friends in a restaurant. Then another early start the next day back 
icross the Channel, again with light winds and lots of sun. We probably had the best sail of the day the following day, down 
rom Yarmouth, up to the Folly moorings for lunch, then exploring right up to Newport on the Tide, and ending in a spirited 
ail home to Warsash, a good little holiday in good company.



Bucklers Hard 
- Beaulieu River 

| The End of Another Season 

Summers do pass quickly. One minute we are at the 
AGM planning the next season’s rallies and the 
next we are attending the closing rally of the 
season. By the time this is published we will be at 
the AGM again. This year the end of season rally 
was at Bucklers Hard on the Beaulieu River with 
pleasant Autumn weather and a good turn out. Six 
boats attended this time, Natterjack, Symphony, 
Alberiine, Jack Nesbitt, Owler and Crackling Rosie. 

The harbour master allocated us the end of B 

pontoon so we were able to raft up two along and 
three deep. There were 19 of us in all and Olive had 
arranged this time for the hotel to bring a meal 
down to the boats as they were full up with a 
wedding in the dining room. 

We arrived early in the afternoon and whiled away 

the time browsing around the museum which is 

well worth a visit. The plan for the evening was to 
accumulate on three of the boats so we would at 
least be side by side for dinner. We all crowded 

onto Albertine, Natterjack and Symphony, armed 

with cutlery and plates. The food arrived and was 
duly shared out between the boats and what an 

excellent meal it was - terrine to start with, 
followed by baked potatoes and a delicious braised 

lamb, and finished off with sticky tart and cream. It 
was a novel approach and very much enjoyed by all 

present washed down with good wine. 

Once again, our thanks to Olive for organising 
these events which give us all an opportunity to 
meet up and swap sailing stories. 

It has been a strange summer, with too little or too 
much wind, mostly too little and many engines 

have had too much exercise. As I sit 
. here at the chart table on Jack Nesbitt 
“ writing this article the sun is pouring 
“in through the hatch onto my back, 

the sly is blue and I wonder why 
so many boats are laid up for the 

winter so soon. 

   

      

a   

  

October can produce 
some lovely days - maybe we 

should have a winter rally? 

    

  

  

Our cruise started from Plymouth 
on May 14 1993 in our Victoria 34. 
My wife says that the thing people 
most enjoy about sailing is watching 
other people’s mistakes. So why not 
tell you about some of ours! 

I arrived late on the evening before 
we sailed to meet the crew going out 
to supper, so it seemed best to join 
them without going on board. This 
1s my excuse that the cooling water 
for the engine was never tumed on. 
As it turned out no damage was 

done due to the audible warning, 

We started our non stop voyage to 
Spain with a crew of 5. It was 
quite choppy off the Eddystone. 

and one of the crew succumbed to 
seasickness. You can’t afford to 

give up a seagoing berth and the 

victim asked to be put ashore 
Actually I think that for a long 

trip 5 is too many on a 34ft. boat. 
So we put back to Fowey. 

May 15 we started again at 0730. 

Twelve hours later hard on the 

wind we hove to to have supper 
and put in the second reef. Soon 
after we got going again we tacked 
and all the electrics failed. The 
battery had shifted and broken the 

terminal. A quick botch with a 
large washer and power was 

restored. The 0030 weather 

forecast gave a southerly gale.



  

  

I don’t like beating round Ushant in 
a gale so a fast run back to 

Falmouth and alongside the Town 
Quay. It blew great guns until May 
18, when we sailed. BUT 7 miles 
S.E. off the Lizard we picked up a 
lobster pot around the propeller 
which pulled us up all standing. We 
had quite a job cutting it free, it took 
two of us over the side to do it, but 

we did. Good, start the engine and 

lets get cracking. BUT it would not 
start. Once more the other end of the 
earth was wrenched off, this time off 

the engine. This we soldered on as 

we were now practiced. O.K. we are 
away. But water poured in through 
the proneller shaft. I thought we 
must have bent it so back to 
Falmouth and keep pumping. It 
poured with rain, the gas ran out, the 

fuse blew on the heating and the 

cockpit lockers had been emptied 
into the cockpit to work on the seal. 
Just to complete the story I had 
pulled a muscle in my leg whilst 

bathing. Was this the end of our 
cruise to Spain? 

It was now the 19th, we had lost 5 

days, so shortage of time meant that 

my wife now left us to fly to 

Santiago to be with the wife of one 
of my long suffering crew, leaving 3 
of us, which actually is a very nice 
number to have. 

Our problems sorted at Falmouth 

Yacht Marina by Marina Services, it 
was only the adjustment to the deep 
sea seal, and we were off for the 4th 

time at noon. 

Quite a strong head wind, but we 
hammered it out on the engine keep- 
ing a better look out for lobster pots.   

The day 

improved and [ 
see from the log 
that Dolphins played around the 
boat as we went well outside Ushant 

and the shipping lanes. Actually we 

picked up the loom of Creach at 54 
miles. This seemed easy, although 

we were using the engine a lot. 

i ral 

BUT we were not there yet! 

At midnight on Thursday 20th the 
wind went ahead again and 
increased in strength. By 0700 we 
had 2 reefs in the main and our 

position was right on the continental 
shelf, so it was fairly rough. We 

now had the choice of sailing down 
the continental shelf towards south 
Brittany, or going on the other tack 

straight out into the Atlantic. 
Probably wrongly we headed into 
the Bay and it was pretty 
unpleasant, so when we wanted a 

rest we hove to, tured on the 

heater and ate. 

On the 21st at 0300 we went onto 

the port tack and headed for Gijon, 
which was now about 120 miles 

away. We were going quite fast, but 
at this stage we could have born 

away and headed for Coruna 180 

miles away and further off the wind. 

We should have, but after all the 

delays we wanted to catch up with 
the time we had lost. After a very 

pleasant sail, sunny, wind a bit free 
and the high mountains of the Picos 

getting ever closer we came along- 

side in Gijon on Sunday May 23rd 
at 1615, where the next lot of fun 

and games started. 

Contributed by Michael Passmore.



  

HAMBLE RIVER BROKER@AGE 
SPECIALISTS IN VICTORIA YACHTS - THOSE AVAILABLE ON BROKERAGE END-SEASON 1994 

VICTORIA 34 VICTORIA 26 
HM 2200 1990 SLOOP WHEEL TEAK DECKS £84,500 HM 1768 1990 SLOOP TILLER £26,500 
HM 2089 1992 S.1.C TILLER EX VAT £64,800 
VICTORIA 30 FRANCES 26 
HM 2199 1985/94 SLOOP WHEEL TEAK DECKS £49,850 HM 2198 1990 SLOOP TILLER TEAK COCKPIT £34,950 
HM 2170 1985 SLOOP TILLER TEAK DECKS £38,500 HM 2165 1986 CUTTER TILLER ONE-OFF £25,500 

100s OF OTHER YACHTS AVAILABLE, CALL US WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

THE HARBOUR MARINE COMPANY 
STONE PIER YARD, SHORE ROAD, WARSASH, SOUTHAMPTON S03 9FR, ENGLAND. FAX 0489 886600. 24hr A/F 0489 885047 

TEL 0489 885430 

IMPROVE YOUR MAINSAIL HANDLING 
With a range of products from Kemp Masts Ltd 

A Single Line Slab Reefing - your existing slab reefing 
boom can be converted to the latest standard, enabling you 

to reef quickly from the safety of the cockpit. 

Full Batten Mainsail Slides - to make your full batten 
main easy to handle. Fully articulating custom slides for use 

with Aquabatten SDA batten systems run in existing sail 

track. 

RCB - Re Circulating Ball cars and track system is the 
ultimate in low friction full batten sail hoisting. 

lescopic kicker strut: 
ina. improve safety 

be upgraded to full gas powered standard 

Lazyjacks - the most cost effective sail handling aid ever. 
Keeps the lowered sail under control, safely gathered on the 

boom 
      
  

Kemp Masts Limited 
St Margaret's Lane Titchfield Fareham 

Hampshire PO14 4BG England 
a Seldén Group Company 

All are available from Kemp's network of Service Agents - please call KEMP on 0329 841900 for details 

Specialists in Victoria yachts, lists of buyers awaiting good examples. Advice 

th - on insurance-finance-surveys-valuation-delivery (road/sea) & even moorings. 

Buying OR Selling (No sale, No fee) Call us for details 

rpg ge FERS, oe The Harbour Marine Company 

—= INDUSTRIES 

Harbour Master's OFfict mee FEDERATION 

  
        
        

Stone Pier, Shore Road, Warsash : 

‘eave Southampton, Hampshire S$O3 9FR / 

™ Fax: 0489 886600 Tel: 24 hours A/F 0489 885047 

Tel: 0489 885430 
      

      
      

       

  

   
  



  

  

PETER EYRE 
SAILS AND COVERS 
  

    152 KNIGHTON ROAD, WOOLSTON, SOUTHAMPTON S02 7FN. 
TELEPHONE SOUTHAMPTON (0703) 433354 
  

For:- SPRAYHOODS, SAILCOATS 
DODGERS, AWNINGS and 

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN SAILS 

  

  

  

Quality without compromise 
     

  

  

  

  
  

FREE ADVICE ON... 

SAIL SET, RIG TUNING 
AND REPAIRS. 

FOR THE HIGHEST QUALITY CUSTOM 
DESIGNED SAILS TAILORED TO 

YOUR PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS 

Contact 

BEN GREEN AT 
SHORE SAILMAKERS 

Moody’s Marina, Swanwick, Southampton SO3 7ZL 

Tel 0489 589450 Fax 0489 885917 

   

  

   
  

    VICTORIA SEA SCHOOL 
TUITION & CHARTER 

Victoria Sea School Ltd., Stone Pier Yard, Warsash, 
Southampton SO3 9FR.Tel 0489 889089 Fax 0489 581358. 

DINGHY, YACHT, MOTORBOAT 
AND POWERBOAT TUITION 

RYA TUITION 
DINGHY - Level | to Level 5 
YACHT - Competent Crew to Yachtmaster Ocean 
MOTOR CRUISING - Helmsman to Yachtmaster 
POWERBOATING - Level | to Level 4 
Theory courses & specialists instructor courses 

VOYAGING 
VOYAGING TUITION AND 
CHARTER VOYAGING - 
Sail one way from port to port. 

CHARTER 
All craft are available 

        

   
       

      
      
    
    

        

  

    

for charter.    

  

Telephone our Central 
Booking Office on : 

  

    

    

  

  

 


